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P ractitioners and researchers describe inventory service level with metrics that communicate the likelihood of demand fulfillment without
considering the ongoing capabilities of the supplier, for example, in-stock and fill rate. We develop a method for measuring inventory ser-

vice level that incorporates such supplier capabilities, namely consistency (the ability of a supplier to fulfill orders repeatedly) and recovery (the
ability of a supplier to fulfill orders after a lapse in service). Using data from two retail supply chains, we illustrate our approach. To demon-
strate the impact of consistency and recovery on supply chain performance, we model a retailer purchasing from competing suppliers with dif-
ferent levels of consistency and recovery. The model incorporates the retailer’s uncertainty about demand and the retailer’s uncertainty about its
suppliers’ service levels. We characterize how the retailer’s orders and profitability change with a supplier’s delivery performance through
numerical experiments calibrated with field data. We find notable differences in market share across suppliers with similar traditional inventory
service level metrics but differences in consistency and recovery. Further, we observe that a retailer can increase its profitability by determining
orders via consistency and recovery in lieu of common metrics like in-stock. Given the influence of consistency and recovery on supply chain
outcomes, we discuss implications for practice and future research.
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INTRODUCTION

Supplier reliability affects numerous supply chain outcomes,
including supplier market shares, inventory at different levels of
a supply chain, and retailer cost and prices (Stank et al. 2003;
Dada et al. 2007; Federgruen and Yang 2009; Liu et al. 2009;
Davis-Sramek et al. 2010; Craig et al. 2016). Researchers typi-
cally model suppliers with imperfect product availability using
the type 1 and type 2 inventory service level metrics. Type 1 ser-
vice level, or in-stock, is the probability that a supplier will fill
all demand in a given period. Type 2 service level, or fill rate, is
the expected proportion of demand that a supplier will fill in a
given period (Nahmias 2008). The literature on supplier reliabil-
ity, however, offers a dynamic perspective on inventory service
level not captured by traditional metrics. Researchers and practi-
tioners often describe service level in terms of consistency, or
predictability (Dana and Petruzzi 2001; Swait and Erdem 2002;
Christopher 2005; Su and Zhang 2009; Solomon 2012). On the
other hand, the literature also highlights the importance of a sup-
ply chain’s ability to recover from service disruptions (Bakshi
and Kleindorfer 2007; Craighead et al. 2007; Sheffi 2007; Turner
2011).

We extend prior research on retailers ordering from imperfect
suppliers by incorporating aspects of supplier performance identi-
fied in the literature, namely consistency (the ability of a supplier
to fulfill orders repeatedly) and recovery (the ability of a supplier
to fulfill orders after a lapse in service). We propose a stylized
model of supplier service level that captures both consistency
and recovery, and we develop a method for estimating consis-
tency and recovery using data commonly available within supply
chains. We demonstrate this method using data from a supplier

of consumer packaged goods (CPG) as well as a supplier of
apparel. Our results demonstrate the model’s ability to capture
distinctions in each supplier’s performance, specifically differ-
ences between the consistency and recovery rates for each sup-
plier. These differences reinforce the need to distinguish between
these service dimensions.

To further explore consistency and recovery, we model a retailer
purchasing identical products from two suppliers. The model incor-
porates both the retailer’s uncertainty about its demand and the retai-
ler’s uncertainty about its suppliers’ service levels. The retailer
observes each supplier’s delivery history, updates its beliefs about
each supplier’s consistency and recovery, and then places orders that
minimize the expected market mediation costs (i.e., the expected
cost of overages and underages). The retailer’s beliefs may be infor-
mal—as in a buyer’s opinion of a particular supplier—or formal—
as in supplier scorecards (Duffy 2004). The model identifies how
supply chain outcomes—in particular, market share across suppliers
and retailer cost—vary with supplier performance.

To study the impact of consistency and recovery in practice,
we construct numerical experiments calibrated with empirical
data. The numerical experiments reveal the extent to which a
supplier’s orders from a retailer depend on the supplier’s consis-
tency and recovery. In particular, the numerical experiments
show that equivalent performances as measured by a traditional
inventory service level metric (in-stock) can result in materially
different market shares across two otherwise identical suppliers.
Further, the experiments show that a retailer can reduce its costs
substantially by placing orders based on consistency and recov-
ery rather than type 1 service level.

Our results suggest that metrics like consistency and recovery
that capture information about supply chain dynamics can be
useful to managers in retail supply chains. Suppliers that provide
service levels similar to their competitors according to common
metrics may find they lag the competition in market share due to
differences in consistency and recovery. Further, retailers can
reduce the cost of supply uncertainty by tracking the consisten-
cies and recoveries of their suppliers.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Our work contributes to research in the domain of supplier relia-
bility, particularly the business-to-business interaction between a
retailer and multiple suppliers. Research in this area includes
analytical studies as well as empirical studies that employ labora-
tory experiments and field-based data collection. Research on
supplier reliability often examines imperfect, or unreliable, sup-
pliers using models with random yields or stochastically propor-
tional supply (Yano and Lee 1995). The downstream firm places
an order for an item, and the supplier’s delivery quantity is the
downstream firm’s order scaled by a random variable, where the
random variable models the supplier’s service level.

In the multiple-supplier context, a retailer may spread its
orders across suppliers to reduce the risks associated with supply
uncertainty. Gerchak and Parlar (1990) study a model with two
suppliers, finding that, if the suppliers’ costs are equal, the retai-
ler’s order quantity for a supplier increases with that supplier’s
service level. Anupindi and Akella (1993) find the same outcome
for the two-supplier case with random demand in both single-
and multiperiod contexts. In the case where the retailer qualifies
its suppliers from a set of potential suppliers before placing
orders, Dada et al. (2007), Burke et al. (2009), and Federgruen
and Yang (2009) show that increased supplier service level leads
to increased orders from a retailer among qualified suppliers.

Researchers have also used laboratory studies and field experi-
ments to study the relationship between supplier inventory ser-
vice level and orders from retailers. Gurnani et al. (2013) use
laboratory experiments in a multisupplier context to determine
how subjects spread orders across two suppliers, one that is per-
fectly reliable and more expensive, and one that is imperfect and
less expensive. In these experiments, subjects increase their
orders for the unreliable supplier as that supplier’s service level
increases. Craig et al. (2016) analyze a field experiment at an
apparel supplier and find a marked increase in retailer orders for
a subset of products after managers at the supplier increased the
service level of those products.

Prior research highlights other aspects of supplier reliability
beyond stochastically proportional supply, namely, consistency
and recovery. Christopher (2005) argues that consistency, within
industrial markets, may be more influential for winning orders
than product or technical features and is a key driver of customer
loyalty and retention. Swait and Erdem (2002) argue that “con-
sistency in availability will increase utility because product
unavailability on the shelf may force the consumer to reevaluate
their commitment to the SKU” (p. 306). Davis-Sramek et al.
(2010) demonstrate the importance of consistent supplier perfor-
mance in shaping the perceptions and behavior of a retailer’s
salespeople, who, in turn, influence end consumers. Dana and
Petruzzi (2001) find that higher inventory levels—and, hence,
more consistent supply—attract customers. In the business-to-
business context, Malmbak and Albaum (2007) determine,
through a survey of retailers, that inconsistent product availabil-
ity is one of the top 10 reasons that a retailer discontinues a sup-
plier’s brand.

On the other hand, firms can mitigate the adverse effects of a
stockout by quickly recovering after a service disruption (Bakshi
and Kleindorfer 2007). Craighead et al. (2007) identify a

supplier’s recovery capability as critical to performance and find
that a firm’s recovery capability is negatively associated with the
severity of service disruptions. In other words, suppliers that
have the capability to return to service after a stockout will not
necessarily suffer all negative effects of stockouts. Moreover,
firms that have the ability to recover can win additional business
from competitors (Christopher 2005; Sheffi 2007). In the third-
party logistics context, Stank et al. (2003) find that a provider’s
relational performance—factors including responsiveness—drives
customer satisfaction and market share.

This study extends prior research in several ways. First, we
operationalize the concepts of consistency and recovery by
developing metrics and illustrating the use of these metrics in
practice. Second, we model a retail supply chain in which a sup-
plier’s current service level depends on its prior state, capturing
both the probability and the persistence of stockouts. Prior
researchers have examined suppliers with state-dependent behav-
iors, including production processes that go “out of control”
(Porteus 1986), state-dependent lead times (Song and Zipkin
1996), state-dependent costs (Ozekici and Parlar 1999), and pro-
duct availability in a continuous-time setting with many suppli-
ers, wherein all suppliers are available or unavailable at the same
time (Parlar et al. 1995). In contrast, we study a discrete-time
setting that models the periodic inventory cycles found in many
retail supply chains.

Finally, most prior research assumes that the retailer knows its
suppliers’ service levels with certainty. To the best of our knowl-
edge, Tomlin (2009) is the first to develop a model wherein a
retailer does not know its suppliers’ service levels but must
instead measure and build beliefs about service levels. Tomlin
(2009) and Chen et al. (2010) study the case in which a firm
strategically places orders with a supplier to learn about the sup-
plier’s capabilities and to determine whether to engage the sup-
plier further. In contrast, we examine the case in which the
retailer and its suppliers execute ongoing supply chain relation-
ships. The retailer does not know its suppliers’ service levels
with certainty and therefore reacts to changes in a supplier’s per-
formance over repeated measurements.

CONSISTENCY AND RECOVERY

In this section, we develop a method for operationalizing the
concepts of consistency and recovery using data readily available
among supply chain partners. We calculate consistency and
recovery using data provided by suppliers to retailers in distinct
industries. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to pro-
pose a quantitative method for measuring these two constructs.

Defining consistency and recovery

We employ a stylized model of supplier service level to develop a
general method for calculating consistency and recovery in prac-
tice. In this model, the supplier delivers according to a binary Mar-
kov chain (Parlar et al. 1995; Song and Zipkin 1996). State 1
represents full product availability: The downstream party’s orders
are filled in full when the supplier is in this state. State 0 represents
a stockout: The downstream party’s orders are not filled by a
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supplier in this state. We define the probability of transitioning out
of state s 2 {0, 1} as us > 0. Therefore, consistency, or the proba-
bility of repeatedly filling an order, is 1 � u1, whereas recovery,
or the probability of filling an order after a stockout, is u0. Figure 1
depicts this model of product availability.

Different arrangements of consistency and recovery may lead
to identical service levels according to traditional metrics. As the
Markov chain is ergodic, it has a unique steady-state distribution.
Let Pm

sv be the probability that a supplier in state s 2 {0, 1}
moves to state v after m transitions. The long-run probability that
the supplier is in state v is then limm!1 Pm

sv. Therefore, a sup-
plier’s type 1 service level is the long-run probability that the
supplier is in state 1. We denote type 1 service level by h, which
satisfies h ¼ u0=u0 þ u1 (Ross 2007). Consider two suppliers
with differing values of consistency and recovery but identical
type 1 service levels. The first supplier has consistency equal to
0.7 with recovery equal to 0.9. The second supplier has a higher
consistency of 0.9 paired with a lower recovery equal to 0.3.
The type 1 service level for both suppliers is 75%. However, it
is reasonable to expect that supply chain outcomes, for example,
supplier market share and retailer profitability, would differ
across the two supplier behaviors.

Estimating consistency and recovery

We collected data from suppliers to retailers in two separate
industries. We disguise the names of these suppliers and refer to
them as the CPG supplier and the apparel supplier. We calculate
consistency and recovery for each supplier using a maximum-
likelihood estimate approach. If the observed values of consis-
tency and recovery are substantially different from each other,
we suggest that retailers respond to these dimensions, as argued
by Turner (2011) and Solomon (2012), among others. On the
other hand, if the observed values of consistency and recovery
are similar, then metrics like type 1 service level should describe
service effectively.

We characterize each supplier’s service to retailers over a per-
iod of time across an entire category of stock keeping units
(SKUs). Our empirical data include the SKU-level sum of orders
from all of the suppliers’ retailer customers—hundreds in each
case—in the relevant region on a weekly basis. For both suppli-
ers, the orders represent demand from retailers, not just sales to
retailers, as the retailers did not have access to the suppliers’
inventories and therefore would place orders without knowing
whether the orders would be filled. We also obtained data that
allow us to determine whether the supplier filled all orders from
its retailer customers (i.e., whether the supplier was in state 1 or
0). Both suppliers operated on a weekly inventory cycle wherein

orders they did not fill were dropped. The CPG supplier retained
data regarding the fulfillment of each customer’s orders. The
apparel supplier tracked whether its warehouse inventory at the
end of weekly cycle was zero. We assume that the apparel sup-
plier was in state 0 during weeks in which it ran out of inventory.
As the apparel supplier fulfilled all retailer orders from the ware-
house, the assumption will be violated only in the case where
weekly orders exactly matched inventory, which is unlikely.

Table 1 summarizes these data, describing the number of
SKUs and weeks we examined at each supplier, the order vol-
ume for each supplier, and each supplier’s type 1 service level.
For the CPG supplier, some of the SKUs entered and exited the
category during our observation window, for example, due to
promotions. The mean number of weeks the CPG supplier
offered a SKU was 55 with a minimum of 25 and a maximum
of 128. The apparel supplier offered each of its SKUs over the
entire 140-week observation window.

With these data, we estimate values of consistency and recov-
ery for the CPG and apparel suppliers. The maximum-likelihood
estimates of consistency and recovery are as follows for a given
supplier’s data. Let msvt be the count of transitions from state s
to state v through week t of a supplier’s data. We aggregate these
transitions across SKUs. Let ûst be the maximum-likelihood esti-
mate of a supplier’s Markov chain transition probabilities
through week t (Anderson and Goodman 1957). The maximum-
likelihood estimates of consistency and recovery through week t
for a supplier are:

Consistency ¼ 1� û1t ¼ m11t

m10t þ m11t
and

Recovery ¼ û0t ¼ m01t

m00t þ m01t

Table 2 summarizes the transition counts as well as the esti-
mates of consistency and recovery for the two suppliers. We
observe substantial differences within each supplier in the values
of consistency and recovery. Whereas consistency is relatively
high for both suppliers, recovery is far lower. Given the magni-
tude of the differences in consistency and recovery within each
supplier (e.g., 0.952 vs. 0.285 for the CPG supplier), it is reason-
able to assume that these two aspects of supplier performance
convey useful information to parties within a supply chain, and,
further, that retailers should recognize and react to these two
aspects of supplier performance.

The model and numerical analyses that follow study a retailer
buying from two suppliers that differ only in consistency and
recovery. Our objective was to determine whether measures of
consistency and recovery across two similar suppliers to a single
retailer (e.g., P&G and Unilever) influence supplier market shares
and retailer profitability. We note that, while the empirical data
show that consistency and recovery are not equal for a single
supplier, these data do not necessarily show that consistency and
recovery differ across competitors within an industry. Nonethe-
less, prior studies report differences in traditional service level
across suppliers within an industry. For example, BCG (2015)
documents variation in service across CPG suppliers. If tradi-
tional service level metrics differ across suppliers within an
industry, then, by definition, consistency and recovery will also
differ across suppliers within the industry.

State 0
(Stockout)

State 1
(Available)

Recovery

Consistency

u0

u1

0 1

Figure 1: Binary Markov inventory service level.
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MODEL

We model a retailer ordering perfect substitutes (Zinn and Liu
2001; McKinnon et al. 2007) procured from two suppliers with
imperfect product availability to satisfy a random demand. The
binary Markov model governs each supplier’s product availabil-
ity. The retailer does not know the true consistency and recovery
of the suppliers; instead, the retailer develops beliefs about the
probability of delivery in the current period (t) using each sup-
plier’s performance history over all prior periods (periods
1, . . ., t � 1). We derive relationships between the maximum-
likelihood estimates of consistency and recovery for a supplier
and the retailer’s order quantity for that supplier. Table 3 sum-
marizes the notation from the model.

The retailer is a newsvendor that sells identical goods pro-
cured from two suppliers, A and B, to satisfy a random demand.
At the beginning of each period, the retailer places cost-minimiz-
ing orders across both suppliers. The retailer then receives each
supplier’s shipment and fills a random demand, X, with distribu-
tion F(x) and density f(x) over the support [0, ∞). Demand not
served within the period in which it arrives is lost, and the

retailer does not carry excess inventory at the end of a period to
the next period. We assume that the variance of X is finite. The
retailer faces per-unit costs of overage, co, and underage, cu. The
critical fractile, or the retailer’s optimal type 1 service level to its
own customers, is j ¼ cu

coþcu
.

In period t, the retailer orders ri(si) from supplier i 2 {A, B},
where the order is a function of supplier i’s state at time t � 1,
denoted si. We suppress the functional dependence of ri on si for
brevity. The random state of supplier i at time t is Yi 2 f0; 1g.
Therefore, the retailer receives YArA + YBrB units of product in per-
iod t, and the retailer sells min {YArA + YBrB, X} units in period t.

To model consistency and recovery, we use the binary Markov
chain model. The probability that supplier i transitions out of
state s is usi. The transition probabilities are unknown to the
retailer, and the retailer assumes that the probabilities are inde-
pendent across all s and i. The retailer must therefore develop
beliefs regarding the value of usi. We characterize the retailer’s
beliefs regarding each supplier’s capabilities using the beta distri-
bution (Tomlin 2009). The retailer updates its beliefs using a
beta-Bernoulli updating process. At the outset of period 1, the
retailer’s beliefs regarding usi take a beta distribution with

Table 1: Supplier performance summary

Supplier
Number
of SKUs

Number
of weeks

Aggregate quantity
of demand

Average SKU-level
demand per cycle

SD of SKU-level
demand per cycle

Aggregate type 1
service level (%)

CPG 123 128 6,698,446 842 1,605 85.7
Apparel 264 140 2,044,074 55 78 99.2

Table 2: Consistency and recovery estimates for the CPG and apparel suppliers

Supplier m00T m01T m10T m11T Consistency ð1� û1TÞ Recovery (û0T )

CPG 661 263 269 5,390 0.952 0.285
Apparel 190 106 103 36,297 0.997 0.358

Note: The subscript T denotes that the value incorporates all observations for each supplier (i.e., 128 for the CPG supplier, and 140 for the apparel supplier).

Table 3: Summary of notation

Symbol Definition

usi The probability that supplier i transitions out of state s
msvti The number of observed transitions from state s to state v for supplier i through time t
X The retailer’s random demand
FðxÞ and f ðxÞ The distribution and density functions of the retailer’s demand
co, cu, and j The retailer’s overage cost, underage cost, and critical fractile
ri The retailer’s order for supplier i
Yi The random state of supplier i in the current period, t
hti Supplier i’s type 1 service level as observed through period t
Psii The probability that supplier i delivers in period t assuming the supplier was in state si during period t � 1
psiið�Þ A beta density function representing the retailer’s beliefs regarding supplier i’s probability of delivery in

the current period given prior state, si
asii and bsii The parameters of the retailer’s belief distributions
Nð�Þ The retailer’s expected cost function for known current supplier states
Cð�Þ The retailer’s expected cost function given the retailer’s beliefs and unknown current supplier states
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parameters âsi [ 0 and b̂si [ 0. After observing transition counts
of ms,s0,t�1,i through period t � 1 for states s and s’ and for sup-
plier i, the retailer’s marginal posterior distribution for the proba-
bility that the supplier transitions out of state 0, u0i, follows a
beta distribution with parameters a0i ¼ â0i þ m0;1;t�1;i and
b0i ¼ b̂0i þ m0;0;t�1;i. Similarly, the retailer’s beliefs about u1i fol-
low a beta distribution with a1i ¼ â1i þ m1;0;t�1;i and
b1i ¼ b̂1i þ m1;1;t�1;i (Martin 1967).

We denote the retailer’s beliefs about a supplier’s delivery
probability in the current period, t, via the random variable Psii.
The delivery probability depends on si, the supplier’s state in
period t � 1. The retailer’s beliefs about Psii follow a beta distri-
bution with parameters

asii ¼ a0i si ¼ 0
b1i si ¼ 1

�
and bsii ¼

b0i si ¼ 0
a1i si ¼ 1

�

The parameters asii and bsii characterize the retailer’s beliefs
about the probability of delivery, which is u0i after a stockout
and 1 � u1i (rather than u1i) after an in-stock. Hence, the depen-
dence of asii and bsii on asii and bsii reverses across the two
cases.

Retailer’s orders

We characterize the retailer’s optimal order quantities in period t
as a function of the suppliers’ performances over prior periods.
Where supplier i’s state during the current period is Yi, the retai-
ler’s cost with respect to random demand is

NðrA; rB; YA; YBÞ ¼ coE½YArA þ YBrB � X�þ
þ cuE½X � YArA � YBrB�þ

As the Hessian matrix of N(rA, rB, YA, YB) is positive definite,
the retailer’s cost is convex in both rA and rB for all realizations
of supplier states.

Given the retailer’s beliefs, the retailer’s expected cost func-
tion is as follows, where �p ¼ 1� p:

CðrA; rBÞ ¼
Z 1

0

Z 1

0

�
pApBNðrA; rB; 1; 1Þ þ �pApBNðrA; rB; 0; 1Þ

þ pA�pBN ðrA; rB; 1; 0Þ
þ �pA�pBcuE½X�

�
psAAðpAÞpsBBðpBÞdpAdpB

We denote as psiiðpÞ the density function for the beta distribution
with parameters asii and bsii. The retailer’s expected delivery prob-
ability for supplier i is E½Psii� ¼ asi i

asi iþbsi i
, which is the simple moving

average of the delivery probability conditional on the supplier’s
prior state. The retailer’s expected cost function is convex in rA
and rB. The first derivative of the expected cost function is

o
ori

CðrA; rBÞ ¼ E½PsAA�E½PsBB�ðco þ cuÞFðrA þ rBÞ
þ E½Psii�ð1� E½Psjj�Þðco þ cuÞFðriÞ � E½Psii�cu

Since (@/@ri) C(0, 0) = �cuE[pi] < 0, the retailer’s expected
cost function attains a minimum with rA > 0 and rB > 0.

Let r�sA;sB;A and r�sA;sB;B be the retailer’s optimal order quantities.
For brevity, we suppress the dependence of the order quantity on
the prior state and use r�A and r�B. Solving the first-order condi-
tions (@/@ri) C(rA, rB) = 0 for both suppliers yields the following
conditions for the optimal orders:

E½Psii�Fðr�A þ r�BÞ þ ð1� E½Psii�ÞFðr�j Þ ¼ j

8i 2 fA;Bg; j 2 fA;Bg; i 6¼ j
ð1Þ

We note that Equation (1) holds given any distribution for the
retailer’s beliefs regarding the probability of delivery wherein the
beliefs about one supplier are independent of the beliefs about
the other. However, it is worth further noting that this cannot be
viewed as strictly generalizable to settings where the cost of
placing orders itself is substantially high relative to other costs.
While this is not the case in our empirical examples, ordering
costs may be relevant in other contexts.

Having characterized the retailer’s optimal orders as a function
of prior supplier performance, we examine how the retailer’s
orders change with the suppliers’ realized performances. We
identify how the retailer’s optimal order quantity for one supplier
changes with the retailer’s beliefs regarding that supplier while
holding the performance of the other supplier constant.

The belief distribution parameters asii and bsii act as accumula-
tors of good and bad service for supplier i. Specifically, each
transition into state 1 from state si by supplier i increments asii,
whereas each transition into state 0 from state si increments bsii.
Therefore, asii tracks good service whereas bsii reflects lapses in
service.

Proposition 1: The retailer’s order quantity in the cur-
rent period for supplier i varies with the retailer’s belief
distribution regarding supplier i’s consistency and
recovery. The retailer’s order quantity increases as asii
increases and decreases as bsii increases.

Proposition 1 characterizes how the retailer’s orders change
with the suppliers’ historical performance. We provide proofs of
all propositions in the Appendix. The following proposition
describes the relationship between the retailer’s orders and the
maximum-likelihood estimates of consistency and recovery for
the suppliers.

Proposition 2: The retailer’s order quantity in the current
period for supplier i increases as the maximum-likelihood
estimate of consistency increases when supplier i had pro-
duct available in the prior period. The retailer’s order quan-
tity in the current period for supplier i increases as the
maximum-likelihood estimate of recovery increases when
supplier i did not have product available in the prior period.

As Proposition 2 shows, the retailer’s ordering decisions vary
with the maximum-likelihood estimates of consistency and
recovery. However, the retailer’s beliefs about the suppliers’ ser-
vice levels are uncertain. One way to describe the uncertainty is
the coefficient of variation of the retailer’s belief distribution for
supplier i. The following proposition relates the retailer’s uncer-
tainty about supplier to supplier i’s performance.
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Proposition 3: The coefficient of variation of the retai-
ler’s belief distribution about supplier i’s delivery prob-
ability decreases as asii increases and increases as bsii
increases.

Together, Propositions 2 and 3 show that, as the retailer’s
belief parameters (asii and bsii) change, the retailer’s order quan-
tity for supplier i moves in the opposite direction of the coeffi-
cient of variation of the supplier’s belief distribution for supplier
i. In other words, the retailer places larger orders for a supplier
as the coefficient of variation of the retailer’s beliefs about the
supplier’s delivery probability decreases. This result parallels the
findings of Gerchak and Parlar (1990) and Anupindi and Akella
(1993) regarding the relationship between a retailer’s orders and
the suppliers’ actual yield distributions.

In the limit, a given type 1 service level may result from dif-
ferent values of consistency and recovery. This relationship may
also occur for the finite performance history of the two suppliers
over periods 1, . . . , t � 1. The next proposition follows directly
from Proposition 2.

Proposition 4: Consider two suppliers with identical his-
torical type 1 service levels. If the suppliers differ in
either consistency or recovery, then the retailer’s demand
for the two suppliers in the current period will differ. If
the consistency of supplier i 2 {A, B} exceeds that of
the other supplier, supplier j 2 {A, B}, j 6¼ i, then the
retailer will place a larger order with supplier i than
with supplier j during the period after a fulfillment by
both suppliers. Moreover, if the recovery of supplier j
exceeds that of supplier i, then the retailer will place a
larger order with supplier j during the period after a
stockout by both suppliers.

We conclude that consistency and recovery can influence retai-
ler ordering behavior and cost in several ways. It is therefore
plausible that traditional service level metrics provide incomplete
information about supply chain performance. To assess the mag-
nitude of the effect of consistency and recovery on retailer orders
and cost, we analyze the outcomes of a variety of numerical
experiments.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We construct numerical experiments to assess the impact of con-
sistency and recovery in practice using cost, demand, and service
level parameters. While the propositions of the prior section
determine the effect of consistency and recovery on the retailer’s
orders, the intent of the numerical analysis is to assess the poten-
tial magnitude of the effect in practice. Specifically, we construct
scenarios where competing suppliers are identical except for dif-
ferences in consistency and recovery (i.e., the suppliers sell the
same product at the same cost). For each combination of para-
meters, we examine how differences in consistency and recovery
across suppliers affect demand from a retailer as well as the
retailer’s cost.

We model demand using a normal distribution truncated at 0
with mean, l, set to 1,000 units per period. We model demand
uncertainty using a range for the coefficient of variation of
demand, with standard deviations, r, of 50, 100, 500, 1,000,
2,000. This range of standard deviations includes the coefficients
of variation of retailer demand we observed at both the CPG and
the apparel suppliers (the coefficient of variation of SKU-level
demand for the CPG supplier is 1.9 and, for the apparel supplier,
0.7), accounting for the truncation of the demand distribution.
We consider several values for the critical fractile, j, which we
vary across the set {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9} (the underage cost
exceeds the overage cost when the critical fractile is >0.5). This
range of costs includes values for CPG and apparel retailers that
sell the products of the suppliers from which we gathered data.

In our experiment, suppliers A and B are identical in terms of
traditional inventory service level but differ on consistency and
recovery. We model supplier service level by assuming that the
retailer has observed supplier A over TA transitions and supplier
B over TB transitions. To compare different lengths of the rela-
tionships between the retailer and its suppliers, we fix TB at
1,000 and solve the model with TA 2 {50, 100, 500, 1,000,
2,000}. We assume that supplier i is in the same state during
periods 1 and Ti. This assumption simplifies the analysis by
ensuring that m10Tii ¼ m01Tii in all scenarios (in general, m10Tii

and m01Tii can differ by at most 1). By definition, this equality
holds as Ti goes to infinity, and relaxing the assumption does not
change the results. The retailer’s observation of type 1 service

level for supplier i is hTii ¼ û0Tii
û0Tiiþû1Tii

¼ m01Ti iþm11Tii

m00Ti iþ2m01Tiiþm11Tii
. We

examine scenarios wherein type 1 service level equals 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, 0.9, or 0.95 for both suppliers.

We vary consistency and recovery as a function of m01Tii

using the following relationships. The number of transitions from
state 0 to state 0 is m00Tii ¼ ð1� hTiiÞTi � m01Tii. The number of
transitions from state 1 to state 1 is m11Tii ¼ hTiiTi � m01Tii. Then,
consistency is m11Tii

m10Tiiþm11Tii
¼ 1� m01Tii

hTi iTi
. Further, recovery is

m01Tii

m00Ti iþm01Tii
¼ m01Tii

ð1�hTiiÞTi. For a given scenario comprising the cost

and demand parameters as well as a type 1 service level, we fix
consistency and recovery for supplier B while varying consis-
tency and recovery for supplier A as a function of m01TA . As the
transition counts must be positive, for a given service level and
length of history, we have m01Tii\minfhTiiTi; ð1� hTiiÞTig. We
vary m01Tii from 5 to the upper bound, avoiding lower numbers
of transitions between states that are not likely for retail supply
chains (e.g., a single transition from state 1 to state 0 and back).
We fix supplier B’s performance such that supplier B’s recovery
is equal to one-third of its consistency, a relationship that
approximates our observations of the CPG and apparel suppliers
(see Table 2). Hence, we consider a supplier that varies its con-
sistency and recovery (supplier A) in competition with a supplier
with service similar to that of the CPG or apparel supplier
(supplier B).

The values of demand, costs, length of supplier history, and
service level combine for a total of 875 scenarios. Across these
scenarios, the ranges of consistency and recovery for supplier A
yield 139,330 numerical experiments. For each experiment, we
calculate the retailer’s optimal order for both suppliers using the
first-order conditions (Equation 1) for all four combinations of
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prior supplier state (state 0 or 1 for both suppliers). We imple-
mented the numerical experiments using MATLAB version 8.6.0
(MathWorks, Natick, MA).

The numerical experiments reveal that varying the values of
consistency and recovery can lead to different market shares for
the suppliers, even when the traditional service levels for the two
suppliers are identical. Moreover, the experiments show that the
retailer may substantially reduce its cost by determining orders
based on consistency and recovery instead of type 1 service
level. To understand how the retailer’s orders for supplier A and
B compare to each other, we examine symmetric scenarios across
the two suppliers. Two examples are as follows. First, we com-
pare the retailer’s orders for supplier A to those for B when both
suppliers delivered in the prior period. Second, we compare the
retailer’s orders for supplier A when, in the previous period, sup-
plier A filled in full while supplier B stocked out to the retailer’s
orders for supplier B when supplier A stocked out in the previous
period while supplier B filled in full.

Supplier market shares

We examine how the retailer’s orders for the two suppliers vary
as a function of supplier A’s consistency and recovery for all
combinations of prior supplier states. Figure 2 plots supplier A’s
order as a percentage of the retailer’s total order (i.e., the sum of
the orders for both suppliers) for two levels of demand uncer-
tainty (coefficient of variation, q, equals 0.5 or 1) and cost (the
critical fractile, j, equals 0.25 or 0.75). The service level the
retailer observed from both suppliers over the 1,000 period his-
tory is 0.8. Supplier B’s consistency is 0.92, and supplier B’s
recovery is 0.31. Supplier A’s consistency and recovery vary
across their respective potential ranges, [0.75, 0.98] and [0.02,
0.99], respectively. The length of the suppliers’ histories is equal,

that is, TA = TB = 1,000. Figure 2 demonstrates that the retailer’s
orders for the two suppliers fluctuate substantially across differ-
ent values of consistency and recovery, even when holding type
1 service level constant. Therefore, suppliers with similar service
levels under common measures may experience substantial dif-
ferences in market share when consistency and recovery impact
retailer decisions.

Figure 2 reveals relationships that hold for each combination
of demand uncertainty and cost. As supplier A’s consistency
increases, the retailer shifts its orders toward supplier A when
both suppliers were in-stock during the prior period (upper-left
panel of Figure 2). The change in market share under this condi-
tion is substantial: Supplier A moves from receiving an order
close to zero to receiving nearly the full demand from the retai-
ler. Nonetheless, as supplier A’s consistency increases, supplier
A’s recovery must decrease due to the constant type 1 service
level. Therefore, supplier A’s order from the retailer after both
suppliers stock out decreases with supplier A’s consistency
(lower-right panel).

When, during the prior period, one supplier was in stock while
the other stocked out, we observe two distinct patterns. In the
case where the supplier was stocked out while its competitor was
in stock (lower-left panel), we see that supplier A’s order from
the retailer relative to supplier B’s first decreases and then
increases with supplier A’s consistency. This result is due to the
combination of consistency and recovery—as supplier A’s con-
sistency increases, its recovery decreases. Therefore, supplier A’s
order from the retailer when supplier A was stocked out while
supplier B was in-stock decreases as supplier A’s recovery
decreases. Similarly, supplier B’s order from the retailer when
supplier B was stocked out while supplier A was in stock
decreases as supplier A’s consistency increases. In the case where
the supplier was in-stock while its competitor stocked out
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Figure 2: How consistency and recovery affect the retailer’s orders at different levels of demand uncertainty and costs (type 1 service
level is 0.8).
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(upper-right panel), we observe that supplier A’s order from the
retailer decreases relative to supplier B’s order as consistency
increases. As supplier A’s recovery decreases, supplier B’s order
from the retailer when supplier B was in-stock and supplier A
was stocked out increases.

The relationships observed above hold for each combination
of experimental parameters. Figure 3 illustrates this result for dif-
ferent type 1 service levels. The demand depicted by this figure
has a coefficient of variation, q, of 0.5 and a critical fractile, j,
of 0.25. As service level increases, the ranges of potential values
of consistency recovery decrease; however, the general trade-offs
we observe continue to hold.

As the retailer’s orders change with consistency and recovery
for all combinations of supplier states, we must assess how the
retailer’s long-run orders—and, hence, the supplier’s market
shares—change with consistency and recovery. We calculate the
retailer’s expected orders for a given supplier performance his-
tory without conditioning on the prior state. The probability that
supplier i is in state 1 during the prior period is hTii, and the
probability that supplier i is in state 0 during the prior period is
ð1� hTiiÞ.

The expected order for supplier i combines the probability of
each arrangement of prior supplier states with the order that sup-
plier i receives from the retailer in each case:
hTii½hTjjr�11i þ ð1� hTjjÞr�10i� þ ð1� hTiiÞ½hTjjr�01i þ ð1� hTjjÞr�00i�.
Figure 4 plots the expected retailer order for supplier A as a per-
centage of the expected retailer total retailer order. The figure
incorporates two levels of demand uncertainty (q = 0.5 and
q = 1) as well as two levels of cost (j = 0.25 and j = 0.75).
The figure depicts a constant service level of 0.8.

From Figure 4, we observe that—for all levels of demand
uncertainty and cost—supplier A’s expected order from the retai-
ler does not exceed supplier B’s expected order until supplier A’s
consistency exceeds supplier B’s consistency (fixed at 0.92 in this
example). Therefore, consistency may, when type 1 service level
is relatively high, be a more important driver of market share than
recovery. This result has implications for the design of retail sup-
ply chains: For example, managers may wish to focus on reliabil-
ity of supply rather than on the ability to quickly cover shortages
when trade-offs between the two exist. On the other hand, when

consistency is low (toward the left side of Figure 4), improving
recovery may be more valuable to the supplier.

Different supplier history lengths affect our observations
regarding changes in consistency and recovery. If the retailer has
had a shorter relationship with supplier A than supplier B, and
thus has less data about supplier A than supplier B, how does the
difference affect the retailer’s orders? Proposition 3 shows that
the retailer’s order for a supplier increases as the retailer’s uncer-
tainty about that supplier’s performance decreases. For the sce-
narios we study, we find that the effect of the length of the
retailer–supplier relationship is small relative to the impact of
changes in consistency and recovery. As an example, we con-
sider all scenarios with a supplier type 1 service level of 0.8, a
coefficient of variation of demand equal to 0.5, and a critical
fractile of 0.75. We find that supplier A’s steady-state average
market share across all possible values of consistency and recov-
ery improves by 1.8% when supplier A’s history increases from
100 to 2,000 periods. Hence, suppliers with a longer record rela-
tive to their competitors can earn a greater market share,
although the effect may be small relative to the effect of changes
in consistency and recovery on market share.

Retailer cost and profitability

To determine the benefit to retailers of using consistency and
recovery, we consider two cases for each numerical scenario. In
the first case, the retailer places optimal orders based on consis-
tency and recovery. In the second case, the retailer places opti-
mal orders according to type 1 service level. By comparing the
retailer’s cost across the two scenarios, we can determine the
benefit to the retailer of using consistency and recovery instead
of type 1 service level.

A retailer that relies on type 1 service level alone does not
respond to state-dependent supplier information. Hence, we use
the conditions from Equation (1) with the expected probability
of delivery equal to the type 1 service level to calculate the
orders from a retailer that does not employ consistency and
recovery. We calculate the steady-state retailer cost for both
cases for the retailer’s orders using the same method as for the
steady-state supplier market shares.
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Across all numerical experiments, the retailer reduces its cost
by 6.5%, on average, by ordering based on consistency and
recovery instead of type 1 service level. Figure 5 depicts the cost
savings for a coefficient of variation of demand of 0.5 or 1, a
critical fractile of 0.25 or 0.75, and a type 1 service level of 0.8.
We observe that the cost savings is highest when consistency
and recovery depart substantially from a generalized view of type
1 service level, that is, toward the extreme values of recovery
and consistency (which are again emblematic of our empirical
observations of CPG and apparel suppliers). The cost savings
decreases as the retailer’s demand uncertainty increases. Further,
the cost savings increases as the retailer’s critical fractile
increases.

The retailer’s average cost savings tends to be larger for
higher supplier type 1 service levels. For example, the retailer’s
average cost savings for a supplier type 1 service level of 0.6 is
7.3%. In contrast, the retailer’s average cost savings for a type 1
service level of 0.8 is 10.5%. These results reveal opportunities
for retailers to reduce the cost of supply uncertainty, and, hence,

to improve profitability, using consistency and recovery to
determine orders.

CONCLUSION

Prior research finds that supplier reliability comprises several
aspects of performance, including a supplier’s consistency in pro-
viding product as well as a supplier’s ability to recover from a
stockout. Nonetheless, common inventory service level metrics
do not capture these aspects of service. We propose a stylized
model of supplier performance that incorporates consistency and
recovery. In a retail supply chain context, we illustrate how to
estimate consistency and recovery using data from suppliers in
two distinct industries. We observe that suppliers to retailers
exhibit marked differences across their ability to consistently
deliver a product and their ability to recover from a stockout.
The differences in the values of consistency and recovery within
both suppliers support prior arguments in the literature that con-
sistency and recovery represent distinct facets of supplier perfor-
mance that supply chain parties should monitor and manage.

Based on these results, we model a retailer ordering from sup-
pliers that have differing values of consistency and recovery. In
keeping with practice, the retailer does not know the true service
level of its suppliers but must instead develop beliefs using each
supplier’s performance. Therefore, the retailer faces uncertainty
about both demand and the suppliers’ service levels. The model
shows that suppliers that appear similar based on common inven-
tory service level metrics may receive very different orders from
retailers due to contrasts in consistency and recovery. This sug-
gests that suppliers that perform similarly according to traditional
metrics could earn different market shares among their retailer
customers based on their consistency and recovery capabilities.

We assess the magnitude of the differences in market shares
across suppliers with similar type 1 service levels using numeri-
cal experiments. In these experiments, we fix the performance of
one supplier to represent the relationship between consistency
and recovery we observed in practice, and we vary the other sup-
plier’s consistency and recovery. We conduct the numerical
experiments using ranges of demand uncertainty, cost, and ser-
vice level that reflect a variety of supply chain contexts. These
experiments suggest that varying both consistency and recovery
has material impacts on retailer orders.

We find that the retailer can decrease its inventory system cost
by placing orders based on consistency and recovery instead of
type 1 service level. The average cost reduction we observe is
6.5%. The retailer’s cost reduction (1) increases as the supplier’s
type 1 service level increases, (2) decreases as the retailer’s
demand uncertainty increases, and (3) increases as the retailer’s
optimal service level to its own customers increases.

Our study is not without limitations. First, we employ a styl-
ized model of consistency and recovery wherein a supplier’s per-
formance in the current period depends only upon its
performance in the prior period. In practice, supplier performance
may exhibit more complex dependencies that future research
could explore. Moreover, researchers could examine whether
alternate measures of consistency and recovery outperform those
presented herein and test the extent to which these measures aug-
ment supplier scorecard measures commonly used in practice.
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Research could also extend our model to incorporate features
such as multiple products, ordering costs, and inventory carrying.
Future models could examine how dimensions of supplier perfor-
mance affect a retailer’s decision to single- or multisource. Fur-
ther, research could explore the impact that an industry’s
competitive intensity may have on the consistency and recovery
framework. It is plausible that the impact of consistency and
recovery differs depending on a multitude of product category or
industry characteristics (e.g., brand strength and availability of
substitutes). Finally, future research could use laboratory experi-
ments to explore in detail how consistency and recovery affect
individuals’ ordering decisions.

Managerial implications

Our research reveals the potential value of managing inventory
using the metrics of consistency and recovery, which capture dis-
tinct dimensions of supplier performance. As many common ser-
vice level metrics combine these dimensions, retailers and
suppliers should consider evaluating supply chain performance in
terms of consistency and recovery. Suppliers that use traditional
inventory service level metrics to benchmark against competitors’
performance may miss aspects of supplier service level that
materially affect market shares. Moreover, retailers may increase
profitability using consistency and recovery in addition to type 1
service level to determine their orders for suppliers.

Through numerical experiments informed by data from suppli-
ers in two industries, we find that adjusting supplier consistency
and recovery may cause significant changes in retailer orders.
This result holds even when the suppliers maintain the same type
1 service levels. The presence of such distinctions has both tacti-
cal and strategic implications and may suggest different
approaches to bolstering demand for those firms with a broader
view of service. Specifically, depending on the capabilities of a
supplier, there appear to be opportunities to invest further in one
aspect of performance—even at the expense of another—pro-
vided that the supplier can maintain its overall service level. In
other words, there exist opportunities to pursue meaningful ser-
vice differentiation, even within a given type 1 inventory service
level. Managers should consider these opportunities not only in
making stocking and supply chain design decisions but also
when considering other factors that interact with service level,
for example, assortment choices.

Finally, retailers can reduce the cost of managing inventory by
placing orders based on consistency and recovery in addition to
type 1 service level. Unlike type 1 service level and related mea-
sures, consistency and recovery allow retailers to systematically
incorporate a supplier’s current product availability into the
immediate ordering decision. The retailer can thus reduce the
cost of supply uncertainty and improve profitability by better
allocating its orders across suppliers.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 1

We prove the proposition for the relationship between r�i and
asii. The proof of the relationship between r�i and bsii is similar.
The first-order conditions from Equation (1) are

E½Psjj�Fðr�A þ r�BÞ þ ð1� E½Psjj�ÞFðr�i Þ ¼ j

and

E½Psii�Fðr�A þ r�BÞ þ ð1� E½Psii�ÞFðr�j Þ ¼ j

where E½Psii� ¼ asi i
asi iþbsi i

. Solving the first of the two conditions for
Fðr�A þ r�BÞ and substituting the result into the second condition
yields

Fðr�i Þ ¼
asjjbsii
asiibsjj

asiibsjj
asjjbsii

� 1
� �

jþ Fðr�j Þ
� �

or

bsiiFðr�j Þ þ asii jþ bsjj
asjj

½j� Fðr�i Þ�
� �

� ðasii þ bsiiÞj ¼ 0

The latter equation is of the form waðr�i ; asiiÞ ¼ 0. Hence, we
obtain the derivative of r�i with respect to asii via implicit differ-
entiation. The partial derivatives with respect to asii and r�i are

o
oasii

waðr�i ; asiiÞ ¼
bsjj
asjj

½j� Fðr�i Þ�

and

o
or�i

waðr�i ; asiiÞ ¼ � asiibsjj
asjj

f ðr�i Þ

Therefore,

dr�i
dasii

¼ �
owaðr�i ;asi iÞ

oasi i
owaðr�i ;asi iÞ

or�i

¼ j� Fðr�i Þ
asii f ðr�i Þ

Substituting for j using the first-order condition gives

dr�i
dasii

¼ 1
asii f ðr�i Þ

E½Psjj�½Fðr�i þ r�j Þ � Fðr�i Þ�[ 0

Proof of Proposition 2

The retailer’s estimate of recovery for supplier i, û0i, increases as
the count of transitions from state 0 to 1 increases (m0,1,t�1,i) and
decreases in the count of transitions from state 0 to 0 (m0,0,t�1,i).
Further, a0i increases in m0,1,t�1,i whereas b0i decreases with
m0,0,t�1,i. Therefore, a0i increases with û0i while b0i decreases
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with û0i. By Proposition 1, r�i , increases as û0i increases. A simi-
lar proof yields the relationship between r�i and consistency.

Proof of Proposition 3

The coefficient of variation of the retailer’s belief distribution is

msii ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var½Psii�

p
E½Psii�

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

bsii
asiiðasii þ bsii þ 1Þ

s

Since

omsii
oasii

¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bsii

p ð2asii þ bsiiþ 1Þ
2½asiiðasii þ bsii þ 1Þ�3=2

\0

msii decreases with asii. Further, since

omsii
obsii

¼ asii þ 1

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
asiibsiiðasii þ bsii þ 1Þ3=2

q [ 0

msii increases with bsii.
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